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Details of Visit:

Author: tode1640
Location 2: Mayfair
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 22/9/2007 5.30pm
Duration of Visit: 90 minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Affair Girls
Website: http://www.affairgirls.co.uk
Phone: 07900968627

The Premises:

A scrupulously clean, smart and comfortable basement flat in Mayfair ? just off the Shepherd
Market. 

The Lady:

A petite girl - who claims 5'5 on her agency pages, but seems shorter than that in real life (maybe
she is 5'5 in heels!). The pictures on the site are fairly accurate, but she has lost some weight since
they were taken and her breasts are rather smaller now (still lovely, though, and natural - which is
important for me). Her skin is tanned and very smooth - almost flawless.

The Story:

Audrey is a beautiful Russian girl from St. Petersburg, who speaks pretty good English.

I was greeted at the door by Audrey wearing just a simple wraparound robe ? she keeps her flat
very warm and doesn?t seem to wear much. She showed me into her bedroom and then bustled off
to get me a drink while I had a shower. When I emerged, I found her completely naked. Now don?t
get me wrong, she is extremely lovely, and this first site of her was an absolute vision. However, I
like to get to know a girl a bit before doing the deed - and I find this hard to do when we are both
naked! She was very keen to get started with the sex as quickly as possible, and somewhat
reluctant to talk. It might seem churlish to complain about caresses and fondles from a gorgeous
girl, but I would have liked a bit of conversation first, she even seemed very surprised (and a bit
flustered) when I said ?tell me about yourself?.

Anyway, within a very few minutes of meeting we were kissing and cuddling, and she moved all
over my body with delicate and sensual strokes. This led to really excellent OWO, followed by
reverse oral and two rounds of sex in several positions, with massage in between. Her kissing was
quite enthusiastic but it was without tongues, and although she didn?t object to very gentle fingering
she moved my hand away quite firmly when I slipped a finger inside her.

All in all this was a good session. She is a gorgeous girl - the sex was sensuous rather than
enthusiastic, but she is undoubtedly very skilled. After we finished while I was getting dressed, she
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came out of her shell and we started properly chatting (mostly about her cat, which was stalking one
of my shoes!). A couple of times she collapsed into peals of laughter, and we got on really well. I
only wish that we could have clicked like this before the main event rather than after. All this time
she was pottering around the flat and chatting to me, still naked (she really doesn?t seem to believe
in wearing too many clothes!). When I left she showed me to the door, and we had a nice farewell
kiss on the threshold. Although the steps down from the street are at such an angle that no one
could possibly see anything ? it is a very peculiar experience kissing a beautiful naked girl when you
can hear passers by above your head, and the hum of conversation from the restaurant next door.

Maybe I will go back in the future, but if I do it will probably be for a longer booking. She was initially
quite hard to connect with, but by the end we were getting on famously. I get the impression that
there is a really nice personality here, once you get past that initial reserve.
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